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WORKSHOP ON PREDISASTER PLANNING

PREFACE
Our country,Iran,due to its special geographical and 

climatic conditions,is often exposed to natural disasters which 
frequently consist of earthquakes,floods and extensive fires in 
the north and west of the country.In some other parts,there are 
constant droughts,or if it rains,the torrential rains cause 
serious floods.Thus besides the continuous droughts and their 
consequences,such as lack of foodstuff and drinking water,the 
losses caused by the floods result in the migration of the local 
people to the neighburing villages or towns,leaving the area 
abandoned.On the other hand,if they stay and are not ready to

futurities from the point of
view of first aid and relief,and if 

nature or would be impossible altogether
SELECTION OF THE REGION AND PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

-Existance of such an area in the south parts of the country,
being fequently exposed to earthquakes with different scales of 
intensity,or the extensive floods which caused great difficulty 
and delay in the fulfilment of the Red Lion and Sun Society's first 
aid and relief services,were the reasons for the Society's attempt 
to seek a remedy.

-The area is bounded on the north to the central parts of
FARS and KIRMAN provinces,on the south to PERSIAN GULF and OMAN
SEA, on the east to BANDAR GOA TER, and on the west to BANDAR DEYLAi. ,

-The northern part is the prolongation of the Zagros range, 
which is stretched fro.- west to southeast and the only means of 
communication with other parts of the country are the corridors
of BUSHEHR-SHIRAZ, BANDAR LENGEH-LAR-DJAHROM,andBANDAR AB3AS-
HADJI ABAD-SIRJAN,whereas between these corridors,which are 
hundreds of kilometers far from each other,there are or can be
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villages or small towns which their inhabitants to carry their 
crops,manufactures and fish to the market,or to enjoy the 
facilities of the other areas seriously needed more safe and 
proper roads and communication facilities.

As such facilities were not provided,people lived in a very 
bad and uncomfortable situation,or left the area and migrated to 
other parte.

-The situation cf the area from tie climatic point of view 
is equatorial,hot,damp and without the equatorial rains,and when 
it rarely rains,great losses are caused due to the torrential 
rains,but at tie same time it is an extremely fertile region,for 
if it rains regularly for several years the crop will be 
excellent and satisfactory,and the multipulation of one seed by 
a hundred is not surprising.

-The area is about 120 000 Sq.km,and at the beginning 
of the programme planning,it had about 1,000.000/ inhabitants, 
that the density of tie population was 9 persons per Sq.km.

-Regarding such conditions,from the economic and social 
points of view, the necessity of a relief-rehabilitating programme 
was seriously felt,so the fed Lion and Sun Society arranged the 
programme called (Relief-Rehabilitation Project and I-redisaster 
Planning for Southern Coastal Regions of Iran),and in 1962 
commenced its performance.

"1 STORY CT T...R PCU'u ATIC-N Of TRE RECJI CT
After continuous droughts which lasted from 1956 to 1964, 

t e inhabitants of the area used all their stored food and seed, 
so dreath threatened the people .

The Red Lion and Sun Society regarding its respective tasks, 
in 1962 was equipped to help the inhabitants of the area.As there 
did not exist transversal ways of transportation,Via the sea by 
ships and boats the region was identified thoroughly and the 
first stage of services was performed by the distribution of 
foodstuff,clothing and living facilities as well as treating the 
inhabitants.Then the idea of planning and performing a long 
range and extensive relief-rehabilitative programme came to mind.

Eis Imperial L.ajesty Shahanshah Aryamehr viewing the necessity 
of such pregra ,.e instructed the Government Organizations,to assist 
the Red Lion and Sun Society,to formulate a predisaster planning
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and to implement rehabilitative activities in tie area, so the 
"Organization for irecisaster Planning,Relief Rehabilitation and 
Development of Southern Coastal Region" was instituted in the 
framework of the Red Lion and Sun Society,and with the
.~ier:bership the under-secretaries of the Ministries of Roads, 
Agriculture,Interior,Economics,Education,Health and 3lan 
Organization,as well as the Head of the committee for Helping 
the Striken people,from tie Red Lion and Sun Society,Head of 
Relief Organization,and Managing Director of the Society.this 
commitee was supposed to provide the necessary plans,to arrange 
and finance the programme,and supervise its performance.
Thus this Oxganization with the cooperation of toe committee for 
Helping the Striken People,and perfect harmony of the respective 
Government Organizations in the framework of the Red Lion and 
Sun Society undertook the supervision of relief-rehabilitative 
activities of the area
1 RC-GRAk ' S O J. CCD.H

Providing the facilities to accelerate relief activities and 
to have access to the striken areas on time,the areas which are 
frequently exposed to flood,earthquake etc.,and which are diffic
ult to reach by the existing roads,resulting in the relief 
activities loosing their emergency nature, as well as rehabilita
ting the area.,enabling peoplo to withstand the disaster by 
giving them the essential trainings providing them with health, 
drinking water,and the provision of food instead of wages,

To reach these objectives,that is better nurishment welfare 
and treatment of tie local inhabitants,at the first stages of 
the programme we enjoyed the assistance of local people in the 
activities which did not need previous skill or experience,and 
in the next stages the volunteer specialists or relief workers 
joined us , we also enjoyed the Government Organizations, 
facilities whenever necessary.The sincere and effective cooperation 
of these groups worked effectively.The essencial personnel for 
managing the ,:edical training and public centers were provided, 
and the local people gradually enjoyed such facilities.
JUSTIFICATION 0? TIE PROJECT

The question may arise as to what is the relationship 
between these activities and the Red Lion and Sun Society and 
Red Cross services?
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It is a reasonable and good question which can easily be 
explained.We all are aware of four Red Cross Principls that is 
(R3LISF, YOUTH, BLOOD and NURSE) and do our best towards their 
fulfilment,but in case of a very serious disaster such as earth
quakes or heavy floods which have caused great losses of property 
and life we have to help the strikers, people on RBLTET principle 
bases, in areas where there are no roads or airstrip and due to 
the roughness of the sea there is not usually the chance to reach 
the area,and the nearest hospital,too,is hundreds of kilometers 
far from the striker area,then the great question arises:What can 
we do?

-At the time of the LAR earthquake (April 1$i6o)the Red Lion 
and Sun Society besides its regular Relief services,assumed the 
responsibility of providing permanent dwellings for the disaster's 
services as a result of which they are living now in a new town 
with all the necessary establishments and facilities.But,later on, 
in the next extensive disasters such as HUIl’-T ZAIRA earthquake 
(1962), the earthquake of TER.3CS and south khorasan (August 31 and 
September 1,19'58} and the earthquake of GHIR & LARZIlr( April 1972;, 
the Red Lion and Sun Society only performed the necessary first 
and relief services,and the Ministry of Housing undertook t?e 
responsibility of providing permanent dwelings for the striker, 
people.This method has also been stipulated in the "Relief Services 
and Administrative Regulations"which was approved and signed by His 
Imperial Majesty Shahanshah Aryamehr and is the basis of Relief 
Organization's activities.The fact is that the physical strength 
of the inhabitants of such areas which are usually exposed to 
natural disasters,due to lack of sufficient foodstuff,treatment 
and hygience,gradually weakens at the same time their economic 
possibilities,too,due to shortage of farming water,proper seeds, 
mechanical equipments,lack of access to the neighburing markets, 
and specially lack of education and training,gradually decreases 
and the losses caused by the disasters add to these shortages. 
Whereas ti e Red Cross Society of a country which is on the road 
to economic,technical and social development,Las the ability of 
performing rehabilitative activities in the areas where due to 
continuous disasters need the emergency services, in fact 
through these activities the society enables the local people to 
withstand the disaster's consequences.Considering these facts we 
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fulfilled these aims during the 12 years of our service in the 
area through the following projects?

1.Construction  of the Coastal Road
Constructing coastal road of EAMDAR BUSlilrIRwBANDAR LENGTH, 

with the length of 606 km and width of 8m« , including 2316
bridges of 1-12m, , 11186m,of waterpipes and water fronts,and more
than 20 000 sq.m,of parapet,The specialists of Ministry of Roads 
certify this road to be built upon the technical principles and
suitable for asphalting.

Total expenses for direction—finding,sidetracks,air and
land topography,embanking,ballasting and bridge building,that is 
all road tonstruction activities during 10 years,amounted US $ 
9,79u»512,00 which is 1/10 of the standard expenses,

2,Modieal  Services
-Establishing a 60 bed hospital in BUSI'IHR with dwellings 

for the doctors,nurses and technichal personnel of the hospital^
-Establishing a 50 bed hospital in 30RAZJAN with dwellings 

for the doctors,nurses and technical personnel of the hospital
-Establishing a 50 bed hospital in 3AITRAL< LLHGLH with 

dwellings for the doctors,nurses and technical personnel,
-Establishing MzlGAK Clinic consisting of two 4 bed rooms ,

a small operating-room,the doctor's and. nurse's dwelling.
Building a. 150 bed hospital which after the establish

ment of tie Ministry of Housing,the rest of construction activi
ties were performed by this ministry.

-Repairing the ceded hospital of the Einisty of Health in
V IT / "7- ¡ O-i-lx.-l-ij-/A ...< __•

—Repairing and reconstructing the ceded hospital of the
Ministry of Health in IlnZEROUN,

-Establishing a 25 bed hospital in 3/HEAR DAYYER,being 
financed by the Southern Fisheries Company.

-Building and establishing Maternity Hospital of BASTAH.
-Building and establishing Maternity Hospital of EVAZ

in Lz.RRCTAN, financed by the Red Lion and Sun Society.
-Building and establishing KZITAS Maternity Hospital, 

financed by R.L.S.S.
-Building and establishing Maternity hospital of

HARMOUD in LARESTAN,financed by R.L.S.S.
VSuilding and establishing LAI.I Clinic,financed by the

Literacy Corps.
5
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-building 60 bed :osnital of” T A Tn". < ■ /Tx < TJ i_Jx.»Xu.' kJ 2. Al! and the dwellings
for the hospital's by R.L.S.

a

C
•

-Building
financed by R.L.S.3.

-Building a 25 bed hospital in AJAZLAN Sheikhdom,
financed by RLSS.

-Building a 25 bed hospital in FOJEYREE Sheikhdom,
financed by RLSS.

-Parallel wi th the activities concerned with the building
of roads and hospitals,the extension of the activities of the 
health Corps and by dispatching mobile edical tea s,it was 
possible not only for villages near roads but for remote villages 
to sake use of health facilities to fulfill these activities a 
group of the local girls were trained in the Assistant Nursing 
Institute and employed in the local medical centers,

3.Education and Training
During the first three years of the programme's perfor

mance, the Executive Organization established 212 schools of three, 
four or six class,in the islands and coastal region extended from 
BANDAR DBYLAL to CEAEAEAR,Later on these schools were held in tents. 
Great numbers of boohs and stationaries were distributed between 
the students,and by giving them foodstuff and proper clothings 
strengthened their physical and mental state.

, Ira ter
Establishing EC LOL pump station rinsing water from 

EELLEH river,which by the erection of 4 Diesel engines provides 
water (2cu.m/s) for farming activities,and encluds a complete 
watering system,emergency access and barrier,engine room,as well 
as personnel dwellings.Drawing 58 km, of a new stream,18 km of 
draining and 20 km of dredging,nust be added to the above mentioned 
activities.

-Purchasing and erecting 3 windmills for the drinking and 
farming water in ELSE Island,

-Drilling wells,erecting the engine to rinse drinking 
water, and laying water pipe in GBESHM Island.

-Pool building,well drilling,and erecting 102 windmills 
in different parts of the area.

Building 20 reservoirs to store rain water with hygienic 
methods.
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wells,erecting water tank and laying pipes in

roviding tankers of water
capacity of more than 300 OOOcu.m 
to distribute water in case of

droughts in the villages which are

establishing
different capacities

buildings in BANDAR LENGEE for cooperative

-Building a brick-kiln and a line-kiln in BANDAR LENGEE

an ice-making

factory in BASTAK
-Establishing a power station in BASTAE.,

anchoring
faeilities.

6»Assisting Nourishment of the People
The following foodstuff was distributed

payment against their cooperation
a,
b)
c)

CONCLUSION
I ilk powder

Though considering the
of the performed activities

previous explanations and detailed list 
it does not seem necessary to give
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welfare of the inhabitants of this area,the following statements 
are mentioned only as the conclusion of this lecture;

-This programme was performed in the mentioned area, in 
the framework of Red Lio and Sun Society with the cooperation 
of Government Organisations,having enjoyed the volunteer and 
semi-volunteer specialists,and the respective expenses are 
uncomparaable with the usual standards.

-A transversal coastal road joins the villages and small 
towns of an extensive area, and enables its inhabitants to 
provide their necessary foodstuff and goods through bargaining 
or clearing from the neighburing towns.Whereas, formerly,as 
there was no bridge on kund river several months a year,it was 
not possible to cross the river,but now by means of the 720 m, 
bridge of this river,people can easily pass it.

-formerly,due to lack of proper roads,people fished only 
for their own consumption,whereas now by the construction of .. 
roads, ref ri ..irating rooms and people’s awareness of producing 
ice from salt water,enabled them to store their fishery and carry 
to the market on proper time.

-As the result of the established schools and the 
sincere activities of the Members of Literacy Corps and teachers 
of the Ministry of Education,one can hardly find a child in the 
area,who doesnot go to school.There,the students are teached 
about the Red Cross principles,relief services,brotherhood,and 
Red Cross friendship,

-The dams,barriers,and reservoires to store rain water, 
windmills which store the fresh water on tee surface of the 
earth in the cover! and hygienic reservairs,as well as the 
erected water pumps which rinse more water from the rivers,have 
caused great changes and facility in the farming of the area.

-Establishment of schools and medical centers caused the 
confidence of the migrated people and encouraged the’.? to return. 
Government officers,too,enjoy more facilities,and do not have the 
f crmer anxiety .

-Construction of modern and equipped buildings and 
establishment of lime-kilns and brick-kilns made the people 
familiar Tri th these materials .The Government Organization and the 
local people have gradually changed the buildings.Thus the former 
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dwellings,which were made of stones and cud and ruined by the
normal rains,now are built by brick,plaster,and lime,and these 
activities were performed in the framework of predisaster 
plannings.

-Construction of transversal Coastal Road,airstrips, 
port facilities,development in the public education,and medical 
establishments, at the time If GHIR and 1ÍARZIN earthquake 
(April 1972) provided the opportunity for the Red Lion and Sun
Society to send its first reconnaissance Relief team to the 
relief-airstrip of Ghir,in less than 2 hours,and 5 hours
after the earthquake's occurrence,the pioneer relief teams of 
DJARROM, FIROUZABAD , and LAR branches , reached t’ne area, and the 
dispatched tears of SHIRAZ and TEHRAN arrived there respectively 
after 6 and 24 hours,Thus 28 hours after the disaster’s 
occurrence,the field hospital was set up and the treatment 
activities started,some of the wounded victims were treated in 
this hospital or dispatched by helicopters,planes or ambulance 
cars to the BANDAR LUNGER,DJAHROR,FIROUZABAD and SHIRAZ Hospitals.

facilities,such as water,power,and medical equipments were
gradually provided,and after three days there was a calm 
situation,and inspite cf 5000 dead (which were gathered and 
buried on time)no special case of emergency such as epidemic 
and contagious diseases occured,
EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAMME;

-The. R.L.S.S.has benefited from the existing possibilities 
in the fields of health-relief and training,offered by the region 
whenever possible.These facilities,in emergency cases enable the 
Society to reach the area on time and perform the refief services 
immediately.

—The volunteers have gained training and skill,and have 
become acquainted with tie special geogrephical and regional 
conditions of the remote areas of the country.These experiences
enable them to perform effectively their national,social and Red 
Cross task as a conscientious citizen,and a skilful relief worker,

-The community served,enjoyed directly or indirectly tie 
establishment of such things as roads,hospitals,medical and 
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instructive centers,and other facilities such as electricity 
power,drinking water,ice,etc.

-Community as a whole benefited by the programme in the 
sense that at the beginning it was a backward regional community 
which is now entering into the incipient stage of development.

***********


